The premier Vehicle as a Service platform for fleets.

Subsidiary of Waycare, a Ltd.

Adasky

Exelerate Smart

Waycare provides dedicated solutions for traffic management center operators, roadway maintenance management on a daily basis and during emergencies.

Wechler

IPgallery offers cities an all-inclusive Smart City Main Operations Center and Services that allow efficient city management on a daily basis and during emergencies.

Tondo Smart

Snowless

PlaceSense analyzes visitor behaviour and builds consumer profiles. This enables users to:

• Analyze location visit frequency.
• Understand visitor patterns, like time spent and how far they wander.
• Identify high-traffic areas.
• Identify high-traffic areas.
• Create targeted campaigns.

Mobi

Thanks to its revolutionary SaaS solution, Mobi has developed TMaaS (Traffic Management as a Service), a turnkey, AI-powered SaaS solution to drive transport management, traffic jams before they even start to accumulate. While doing so, the software also enforces municipal traffic daily protocol registration.

Eye-Net Mobile

Eye-Net Mobile is an Israeli-based technology product company engaged in the design and development of collision alerts to drivers and vulnerable road users.

Arrive

Arrive helps municipalities of any scale integrate parking into one seamless network alongside transit, tolling, metered, and permit). Our technology was built to predict so much more than parking—and this investment revolutionary parking capability.

Tactile Mobility - Giving vehicles the Sense of Touch

Tactile Mobility platform turns vehicles into real-time mobile road probes that create valuable insights and more. Being cloud-based, agencies can access Waycare through both desktop and field devices, enabling multiple layers to display congestion, traffic incidents, field units, construction, road assets, weather forecasts, and more. Exits, Bridges, Distribution Hubs, Truck Loading Docks, Railway Crossing, Parking Lots, Emergency Hospital.